Investigation of the local structure in sub and supercritical ammonia using the nearest neighbor approach: a molecular dynamics analysis.
Molecular dynamics simulations of ammonia were performed in the (N,P,T) ensemble along the isobar 135 bar and in the temperature range between 250 and 500 K that encompasses the sub and supercritical states of ammonia. Six simple interaction potential models (Lennard-Jones pair potential between the atomic sites, plus a Coulomb interaction between atomic partial charges) of ammonia reported in the literature were analyzed. Liquid-gas coexistence curve, critical temperature, and structural data (radial distribution functions) have been calculated for all models and compared with the corresponding experimental data. After choosing the appropriate potential model, we have investigated the local structure by analyzing the nearest neighbor radial, mutual orientation, and interaction energy distributions. The change in the local structure was traced back to the change of the nonlinear behavior (which is more pronounced at low temperatures) of the average distance between a reference ammonia molecule and its subsequent nearest neighbor. Our results suggest to use the position of the maximum in the fluctuation of the average distance to define the border of the first solvation shell (particularly at high temperature when the minimum of the radial distribution is not well-defined). Indeed, the effect of the temperature on the position of this maximum shows clearly that the spatial extent of the solvation shell increases with a concomitant decrease of the involved number of ammonia molecules. Furthermore, our results show that the signature of the hydrogen bonding is mainly observed for temperature below 300 K. This signature is quantified by a short distance contribution to the closest radial nearest neighbor distribution, by a strong mutual orientation (defined by the angles between the axis joining the nitrogen atoms and the molecular axes) and by a strong attractive character of the total interaction energy.